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Domain-driven design (DDD)

**DDD** is a software *design approach* that focus on modelling software to match a domain according to input from domain's experts\(^1\).

**DDD** is used for developing software for *complex software systems*.

Applying the **DDD** require deep understanding of the *domain* of discloser.
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**Bounded context** is the boundary within a domain where a particular domain model applies.

A key aspect to define a bounded context is that, it should be able to function by itself.

Note: Bounded contexts are not necessarily isolated from one another.
context Maps captures the relationships between bounded contexts.
DDD - Tactic design
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An *entity* is an object that is identified by its consistent thread of continuity, as opposed to traditional objects, which are defined by their attributes.
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//Entity
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{
    PlantItem: plantItem
    ........
}
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class PlantReservation {
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```
//Entity
public class PlantReservation
{
    PlantItem: plantItem
    EngagementDuration: engDuration;
}

// Value Object
public class EngagementDuration
{
    Start date: Date;
    End date: Date;
    ...
}
```
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Repository

```java
//Interface
interface PlantReservation {
    boolean isAvailable();
}

//Entity
public class PlantReservation {
    String plantItemId;
    Date engagementDuration;
}

//Value Object
public class EngagementDuration {
    Date startDate;
    Date endDate;
}
```
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Repository

<<interface>>
Plant catalog

fetchAllPlants()
fetchPlanById(id)
fetchPlansByType(type)
fetchAvailabilityofaPlant(id, engagementDuration)

//Entity
class PlantReservation
{
    PlantItem: plantItem
    EngagementDuration: engDuration;
}

// Value Object
class EngagementDuration
{
    Start date: Date;
    End date: Date;
    ...
}

Aggregate
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Additional resources


- Vernon, Vaughn. *Implementing domain-driven design*. Addison-Wesley, 2013.
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